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Fuzzy Group Theory (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2005
From the reviews of the first edition:
 

"The purpose of this book is to present an up to date account of fuzzy subgroups of a group, it is the first book dedicated entirely to the rapidly growing field of fuzzy group theory. … The book represents a major contribution to the literature on fuzzy groups. It is...
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Manual of Rheumatology and Outpatient Orthopedic Disorders: Diagnosis and TherapyLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2000
It is currently estimated that approximately 41 million people in the United  States have a musculoskeletal condition. Of these, more than 50% have some  limitation of functional activity and many have to stop work entirely.  Musculoskeletal and rheumatic symptoms account for about 15% of physician  visits. The purpose of this manual is to...
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An Introduction to Socio-FinanceSpringer, 2013

	This introductory text is devoted to exposing the underlying nature of price formation in financial markets as a predominantly sociological phenomenon that relates individual decision-making to emergent and co-evolving social and financial structures.


	Two different levels of this sociological influence are considered: First, we...
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Dried Fruits: Phytochemicals and Health Effects (Hui: Food Science and Technology)John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Dried fruits serve as important healthful snack items around the world. They provide a concentrated form of fresh fruits, prepared by different drying techniques. With their unique combination of taste/aroma, essential nutrients, fibre, and phytochemicals or bioactive compounds, dried fruits are convenient for healthy eating and can bridge...
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PC Magazine Windows XP Security SolutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Think you're safe?
    Guess what?    

    Studies have estimated that up to 90 percent of computers are infected by some security threat or another. There's a good chance yours is among them, but any computer can be easily secured to a high level-if you know what you're doing.    

    They're out there. Trust PC Magazine to...
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The Psychology of Coaching, Mentoring and LearningJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	The Psychology of Coaching, Mentoring and Learning addresses the psychological principles upon which organizational and industrial coaching and mentoring is based. The new edition of this text is updatd with new research, taking into account the growth of positive psychology and its role in coaching and mentoring. This book is ideal for...
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Smart Tourism as a Driver for Culture and Sustainability: Fifth International Conference IACuDiT, Athens 2018 (Springer Proceedings in Business and Economics)Springer, 2019

	This book explores the latest developments in the field of smart tourism, focusing in particular on the important cultural and sustainability synergies that have emerged during the digital era. The aim is to elucidate how ICTs can promote innovation and creativity in the tourism and leisure sector in ways that take into account cultural and...
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Computational Prospects Of Infinity - Part I: Tutorials (Lecture Notes)World Scientific Publishing, 2008
This volume presents the written versions of the tutorial lectures given at the Workshop on Computational Prospects of Infinity, held from 18 June to 15 August 2005 at the Institute for Mathematical Sciences, National University of Singapore. It consists of articles by four of the leading experts in recursion theory (computability theory) and set...
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Design and Development of Aircraft Systems (Aerospace Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Now covering both conventional and unmanned systems, this is a significant update of the definitive book on aircraft system design


	Design and Development of Aircraft Systems, Second Edition is for people who want to understand how industry develops the customer requirement into a fully integrated, tested, and...
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Advances in Grid and Pervasive Computing: Second International Conference, GPC 2007, Paris, France, May 2-4, 2007, ProceedingsSpringer, 2007
GPC 2007 provided a high-profile, leading-edge forum for researchers and developers from industry and academia to report on the latest scientific and technical advances, discuss and debate the major issues, and showcase the latest systems in merging grid computing and the pervasive computing field.

This year, a total of 217 high-quality...
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iPhoto '11: The Macintosh iLife Guide to using iPhoto with OS X Lion and iCloudPeachpit Press, 2012

	iPhoto '11 helps you organize, edit, and share your photos. With iPhoto '11 it's easy to organize and manage the thousands (maybe tens of thousands) of photos on your Mac by Faces, Places, and Events. iPhoto '11 also comes with editing and enhancement tools that rival those in expensive photo software. And finally Share what...
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Food Webs and Biodiversity: Foundations, Models, DataJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Food webs have now been addressed in empirical and theoretical research for more than 50 years. Yet, even elementary foundational issues are still hotly debated. One difficulty is that a multitude of processes need to be taken into account to understand the patterns found empirically in the structure of food webs and communities.

...
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